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In 2013, approximately 5,000 people
visited the first Spectacle Art & Design
Exhibition. The success of this event provided invaluable opportunities for the
Bachelor of Art graduates to positively
contribute to the wider community and
make a difference.
A short history of Spectacle Graduate Exhibitions:
There were 21 students exhibiting in
Spectacle 2013 and 27 students exhibiting in Spectacle 2014, and today this
year’s exhibition goers will be treated
to the exhibits of 54 graduation Art and
Creative Technology students.

EXHIBITION
INFORMATION
Wednesday, 8 April - 16 May 2015
Art Gallery, Chancellor Hall and
Art Studio, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences Building
Universiti Brunei Darussalam
Jalan Tungku Link, Gadong BE1410, Brunei Darussalam.
Tel: (673) 2463 001 (Ext 1702)
Gallery Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. & Sat. : 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Guest of Honour:
Associate Professor Dr. Azman
bin Ahmad
Deputy Vice-Chancellor of
Universiti Brunei Darussalam
Enquiries:
Prof. Kong Ho, Associate
Professor of Art & Progra Leader,
or Dr. Martie Geiger-Ho,
Senior Lecturer Art and Creative
Technology, Faculty of Arts &
Social Sciences,
Universiti Brunei Darussalam

Map of Exhibition Venues.
ART GALLERY, CHANCELLOR HALL
ART STUDIO, FACULTY OF ARTS & SOCIAL SCIENCES

PARKING

UBD MOSQUE

UBD MAIN GATE

Email:
kongho99@gmail.com OR
kilnlore@aol.com
Website:
www.kongho.com OR
www.kilnlore.com
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Dk. Nur Afiqah
Pg. Abd. Rahman
Email:
fiqah222@hotmail.com
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video installation
“Do

you

or

do

you

As a young woman who is
borned and raised in Brunei
Darussalam, it has come to my
attention that I may be a target
of aggression on the road, especially from men. My frustrations towards this aggressive
behavior have drawn me to a
conclusion that gender inequality may be a main reason. It may
be a bias against men that men
simply look down on women
in Brunei Darussalam. My capstone project, video installation,
is based on behavioral conduct
of the Bruneian men towards
women. I chose the highway
driving phenomena as my subject matter for my project. Highway, also known as freeway, and
driving may symbolize freedom,
where people can escape from
the harsh reality and act freely
without conforming with the
rules of our society. Through my
artistic research, I have found a
lot of argumentative data from
different genders, races and age
groups, which suggested that my
initial argument about females
as targets of aggression on the
road may not always be true. I
may be just an unlucky individual to encounter numerous bad
behaving Bruneians not only on
the road but other places as well.
I begin to realize that the act of
stereotyping is a major social
issue here in Brunei and probably throughout the world too.

not

obey

the

rules?”.

We stereotype gender and
age the most. We intend to
see women as weak and unskillful, men as hot-headed
and aggressive, young people as inexperienced and
reckless, and old folks as
clumsy and slow. Bad behavior is not the cause of
nature but nurture. In my
capstone project, I intend
to create a video installation, which emphasise the
rules and etiquettes set in
our society through nurture.
My video offers not a common answer to the audience
but a question to them: “Do
you or do you not obey the
rules?” With my video installation, I intend to enhance
our usual tendency to blame
others for their mistakes but
we never considered ours.
I expect my art installation
may help the audience to
reflect themselves of their
own behaviours rather than
focusing on others’. Also, I
understand that my art may
not really change an individual to a better person, but it
may change an individual’s
perception of inequality, stereotype, and self-awareness.

fig. 1- Traffic light installation.

fig. 2-. Social Control, 2014
Video, 1920 x 1080p, 25fps,
4 mins 49 secs.
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BEHIND
THE BEAUTY

Abdul Hazim bin
Hj Saman
Email: abdul.hazim8@
gmail.com

VACATION
TO ENTERTAINMENT
product design

painting installation

fig. 2-. Sunset scenery, 2015,
the second coloured painting
of the installation.

Hj Khairul Anwar
bin Hj Ibrahim
Email: K.ibrahimma@
gmail.com
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My capstone project is designed to raise public awareness
of environmental protection, especially keeping our public space clean. My painting installation, titled “Behind
the Beauty,” is designed to reveal the filthy reality behind
our beautiful natural environment. I intend to set up a
painting installation in a form of a 3D lenticular painting
box, which shows four contrasting landscape paintings.
The first two paintings reveal the beautiful landscape
site in Brunei Darussalam juxtaposed with two monochrome muddy landscape paintings painted on collaged
trash and debris collected from the landscape sites. It is
my intention to let the audience to discover the hidden
trashy surface of the muddy landscape paintings when
they approach my lenticular paintings. My idea of applying the commercial lenticular billboard design is to draw
people’s attentions to environmental protection, which
some people ignore to see how our beautiful landscape
has turned to be a dumping yard or landfill. My lenticular
painting installation invites the audience to walk around
and perceive from certain viewing angle to see the whole
composition of each individual painting. I hope my art
installation will make a difference in the viewer’s mind
and start to take up individual responsibility to protect
our environment and keep our public space clean. It will
not be a difficult task for an individual to carry back his
or her trash to dump at home instead of disposing it on
public space. If everyone takes one’s duty to save our
environment, then our next generation will have the opportunity to enjoy the beauty of our natural environment.

My capstone project is a furniture design, a recliner, based
on the inspiration from armadillo and pangolin. I intend
to create a closed recliner to
remind the audience the connection between human invention and natural inspiration.
Both armadillo and pangolin
share certain similarities in
body structure and defensive
mechanism. In my furniture design, I expect to create a private,
peaceful and relaxing space.
I pay attention to the back of
my recliner in order to provide
best support to the user’s spinal cord. The other features of
my recliner include a separated
cooling system and air filter to
provide user a comfortable and
relaxing experience; a built-in
speaker and lighting system
for entertainment purposes.
My target audiences are those

who spend most of their time indoors that do not want to be disturbed by dull dozer activities.
Also, I hope my product design
help to raise public awareness
of personal space and drawing
inspiration from nature. Product
design is not only about building more efficient products with
better aesthetic value but also
about having the concept of
environmental friendly design.

fig. 1-. 2015, Acrylic on
assembled plastic packaging,
123x135x135cm.
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“Sometimes, accidental or
experimental or spontaneous art making may
yield an unanticipated
masterpiece. ”.

Hjh Nurul Erne
Azlina
binti Hj Zainal
Email: neazlina@gmail.
com

Nurul Rodiah
binti Hj Hamzah
Email: dyky1618@live.
com

TRANSCENDENCE
mixed media, architectonic installation

MESSTERPIECE
3d animation installation

Taking into interest of my passion for digital art, I decided to create an art piece based on multimedia, which includes sculpture, painting, photography, videography, graphic design, 3D animation and
installation. I titled my capstone project as “Messterpiece”. My project is about visualization of all kinds of mess and unexpected clutter, which accidently turns out to be an astonishing masterpiece.
Mess is always annoying to some people, especially to people who like to be
neat and tidy. However, mess is unavoidable if we let our pets run freely in
the house. Cats are the commonly known pets in Brunei Darussalam because
of the religious dogma. Unfortunately, it is the characteristic of cats that like
playing around in the house and leaving piles of mess behind. Nevertheless,
not all messes are unattractive and awful. Similarly, not all well-organized
compositions can turn to be masterpieces. Sometimes, accidents or experiments or spontaneous art making may yield an unanticipated masterpiece.
My capstone project is based my own story with my cat and my fascination
of animal animation. In my project, I have created a cat character, named
Abill, which is the real name of my own cat, by using Maya Autodesk,
and designed a small studio setting similar to my own studio via Google SketchUp. Through my animated video coupled with the actual studio
installation, I present how "messterpiece" is created to the audience. The
"messterpiece" created by Abill is inspired by a very young artist, Aelita Andre, also known as the reincarnation of Abstract Expressionist, Jackson Pollock. I expect that my mixed media installation and animation will change
the people’s perceptions towards beauty and ugliness, order and disorder,
harmony and disharmony. Not all messes are horrible or unpleasant; sometimes we may find beauty from accidental or unpredictable rendering.
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I have always wanted to know about
architecture and geometrical patterns.
I find that it is challenging in matters
of research and understanding the
content and reason behind certain architectural features that were built. I
have always been fascinated by one
word – Transcendence. From my understanding, transcendence gives an idea
on the rising of something above the
normal limit. In my capstone project,
I have realized that these two subject
matters are the content of my work. I
have always involved myself with creating geometrical patterns. However,
I would have to find a connection between the geometrial patterns and
Islamic architecture. Since I am very
keen in learning about architecture,
therefore I decided to use my capstone
project to conduct my artistic research
in pattern designing and architecture.
My capstone project is also inspired by a former project, titled
“Glimpse of Sacred Art” by Mimi
Omarali during Spectacle 2014.

She used Islamic
geometric patterns as
her subjet matter for her
capstone project which has
mesmerized me about the use
of colors to manifest spiritual
feeling. I intend to show the
continuous movement formed
by my geometric patterns, which is
based on natural flower motif.
In my capstone project, I intend to
focus on the dome and geometric
pattern. The dome is always a centre
of focus in architecture, and patterns
are always served as decorative motif
to the architecture. I intend to create a
dome-like living space to highlight the
spirituality in our daily life, especially
in Brunei, family and spiritual gatherings are always happening in the living
room. For the colour scheme of my
geometrical patterns, I decide to use
sunset colour composition to highlight
the transcendental feeling within my
dome-like installation space. I hope my
architectonic installation will bring the
spiritual feeling to ordinary Muslims in
their lives.
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Nur Amnani binti
Hj Sawal

Siti Nursanizah
binti Metassan

Email: 11b1153@ubd.
edu.bn

Email: lisanaqiu@gmail.
com

FLOWERY
G I F T
product design, mixed media installation
My capstone project is about using recyclable materials and discarded objects to create a small gift store
showcasing Brunei traditional gift bunga telur and
other various flower gifts. It is my intention to revitalize Bruneian traditional social practice of giving
away bunga telur through my project. Also, my mixed
media installation emphasises on repurposing, recycling, reusing and upcycling to create something of
higher quality or aesthetic value than the originals.
In other words, my gift store represents my passion
for creative handicraft and awareness of repurposing.
I am always fascinated by handmade arts and crafts
because each piece is unique, not like any machine-made merchandise. Behind each handmade
crafts, there is a craftsman, who ensures the traditional craftsmanship alive. Each handmade craft is
about people, culture and tradition. I expect my ideal gift store will raise public awareness of our traditional craftsmanship and value in Brunei Darussalam.
At the same time, my capstone project focuses on the
concepts of “do it yourself” and repurposing. As a creative product designer, I intend to create some decorative objects for home and office. Flower becomes the
ideal product for my project. I hope the audience not
only admire the beauty and craftsmanship of my fake
flowers but also appreciate how I upcycle discarded
materials to something appealing with high aesthetic value. Through my project, I believe more and more
people will acknowledge the artistic potentials of
Bruneian in handcrafts and the support of recycling.

Less people realize that windows
are invisible killers to birds and
threaten millions of migrating
birds annually. Hundreds of
millions of birds are killed or
injured when they fly into
windows because the reflected
scenery on the windows confuse
birds and cause them to collide
with the windows.
This environmental
issue inspires my
capstone project,
which is
about
animal
protection
I hope my project
help to raise public
awareness of
wild birds and
environmental
protection
in Brunei
Darussalam.

It seems that if we can lower the reflection
of the sky or trees on the windows, then
we can prevent more accidental collisions
to the birds. Therefore, I decide to design
some patterns displayed on the window
glass to keep birds alert to the windows.
My capstone project is a mixed media installation, which consists of a section of
the exterior wall of a house with a window and a part of garden setting. I incorporate my new pattern designs inspired by
Bruneian traditional textile pattern on the
window. One of my outstanding pattern
designs comes from the bride and groom
accessories. Also, I design a birdhouse or
bird feeder in my installation to suggest
the care we give to wild birds. Moreover,
I choose white-rumped shama as my bird
sculpture in my installation because it is
one of the most popular birds in Brunei.
Finally, I hope my installation will remind
the audience about window alert and wild
birds protection in Brunei.

WINDOW
A L E RT
mixed media installation
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Siti Aisyah
Alwani binti
Tuah

Roslina binti Keri

VOICE
OF A CHILD

Email: roslinakeri@gmail.
com

Email: aisyahalwaniths@
gmail.com

THE

SHINING
LIGHT OF FLOWERS

printmaking installation

mixed media installation
My capstone project, “Voice of a Child,”
is about a social issue – emotional
abuse, based on my primary school
teaching experience. I have chosen
emotional abuse as the subject matter of my capstone project because
it is a common form of child abuse
in our society. Some people may ignore emotional abuse because they
think it is not as serious as physical
abuse. However, I determine to acknowledge the effect of emotional
abuse, especially towards children,
through my printmaking installation. My installation is designed to
deliver a clear message to the viewers that emotional abuse causes a
great deal of negative effects on
children’s emotions, social behavior and psychological development.

yellow tracing paper. Also, I constructed an acrylic plexiglas light box to
display my prints because I intend
to project the silhouettes onto the
surrounding walls to suggest that
emotional abuse will always follow
the children like their own shadows.
Moreover, the use of woodblock printing technique also symbolise that
emotional abuse will multiply if we
are indifferent to this social issue.

Flowers have always been important for dressing
up designs and social events in Brunei Darussalam, I
want to re-create expressive objects that show how
important flowers are and to enhance the powerful legacy of flowers as part of the Bruneian identity through variation of lights and reflections. We
notice in the Brunei tradition, the use flower motifs are almost everywhere. Flowers are one of
the ways to interpret the beauty of our tradition
My capstone project is called “The Shining Light of
Flowers”. I decided to make variations of lamp designs
based on flower forms found in Brunei. These product
designs are meant to be prototypes for items that can
be marketed. Through marketing, I hope this would
help people to become familiar with the plants and local designs of Brunei. I am interested in contemporary
art and interior design that feature light and space. My
aim is also to show the audience how to perceive the
flowers through practical lights and to feel the beauty of the flowers as a Bruneian identity. To me, light
and flower have a similar function – beautification.
With the combination of the unique flower forms and
dramatic illuminations, it would create more than just
a beautiful decoration to a place, rather, an uplifting
tune to our living environment. At the same time, four
selected tropical flowers found in Brunei, including
the Simpor, Pitcher Plant, Morning Glory, and Powder
Puff, always represent the vitality and buoyancy. I intend to create four different types of lamp, such as,
ceiling hanging, wall attaching, table holding and free
standing lamps based on these four tropical flowers.
By seeing these flower lamp designs, I expect the audience to appreciate the variety of flowers in the green
heart of Borneo, Brunei Darussalam. Also, I hope my
lamp design installation helps to raise public awareness of our natural wonders and cultural heritage.

I hope my print installation can raise
public awareness of emotional abuse,
especially in homes and schools,
and change people’s perceptions
in acknowledging the seriousness
of emotional abuse in our society
and take a positive action to make
a difference in our children lives.

My installation includes three major relief print images, which showcase the loneliness, low self-es teem
and depressed look of a child. Other
than black printed child images, I
also place words in bubbles to represent the thoughts and feelings of
the predicted child. In order to make
my images more powerful, I apply
the woodblock printing technique of
Expressionist, Kathe Schmidt Kollwitz, to gouge out the child images
and wordings and print them on the

fig. 2-. One major relief
print images; depressed
look of a child.
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HELP

Casey Lam

Mohammad
Azizul bin Hj
Salam

Email: yourstruly.29@
live.com

NOT

Email: aizuru@outlook.
com

HARM

THE

OTHER

mixed media sculpture

THINGS

Tradition goes a long way as it has being
passed down by generations. Cultural
tradition is embedded into the way we
do things and how we do things – how
we behave, what we believe in and even
down to what we eat. I have struggled
with my own cultural values, especially
some of them contradict my own belief.
One of them is about the traditional
Chinese medicine, which becomes the
subject matter of my capstone project.
The intents of my capstone project are
about admiration of marine life; protection of wild animals; and breaking traditional cultural norm. My project focuses
on raising public awareness of using
seahorses as traditional Chinese medicine. Because of unapproved seahorse’s
healing value, more and more seahorses are caught and eventually they will
be extinct from our marine world. I intend to build a seahorse sculpture to
represent the gradual disappearance of
this species. I believe that it is essential
for individuals to question our cultural tradition when it conflicts with animal protection. Our identities are not
built on just past cultural tradition but
what we have done in the present time.
I hope my sculpture will change public
perception of the safety and creditability of some traditional Chinese medicine. My capstone project is designed
to remind people to be mindful of what
they believe in, what they eat, and what
they have done to our marine world. I
understand that it takes time for people to change, but individuals can
still make a difference in our society.
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comic art installation
ings will draw out the representative atmosphere
to the readers as this is the insertion of cultural beliefs and understanding. The drawing was done using the G-Pen which is an ink-dipped pen which is
well known in the world of comic industry. Later
then, the drawing is scanned for the purpose of editing and further illustrations. In this process, toning
and wording are done to conclude the initial process.
For the exhibition, some important pages of the comic
will be inserted in an A1 size book which will be packed
with some cover illustrations done using photoshop and
other illustration software.This is to promote the readers
some basic idea of what the content of the manga will be.
The Other Things is a story about a group of soldiers who
found themselves stuck in a horrific experience while they
were on duty. During a late evening, a platoon of soldiers
wrehaving their camping night when 2 of the cadets couldn’t
join the activity due to their inability to continue. The captain
for the two cadets was given the permission by the Major to
assist them to a nearby toilet to clean themselves. Two other
girls and the military driver were to join the short trip to the
nearby toilet. Later then they realize that they were not alone.
In the comic, the format will be in both English and
Malay formats, where you read starting from the left to the
right and from the top to the bottom. The language will
be in English and Malay. The style of the drawing is realistic mainstream style. This realistic drawing suits with
the dark and horror theme of the story. Realistic draw-
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Norafizah binti
Awang
Email:

fizah.hajiawang@gmail.com

THE

BEAUTY
OF BROKEN

painting

My capstone project defines the beauty of broken seashells. I chose broken seashells as my
subject matter because they are just unique and attractive. When I was young, I would always
look for perfect seashells with colourful surface patterns for my collection. As time changes, I
have realized the beauty of broken seashells. The broken openings on the chamber of a shell
reveal the unique interior space of a common closed shell. Some of the broken seashells are
more attractive in appearance and more dramatic in interior structure than common perfect
shells. I have always been fascinated by those spiral structures inside a normal cone shell.
I intend to apply my photography and painting skills in capturing the beauty of broken
shells. Broken shells have changed my perception of beauty and I hope my paintings of
broken seashells will change the audience perception of what beauty is. Based on my photos of the broken seashells, which I collected from various beaches in Brunei Darussalam, I
applied the cubist abstraction method in search for the perfect proportion found in those
broken shells. Also, I applied Photoshop to rotate or transform the shell images and to
adjust the colours to enhance the beauty of the broken shells. My close-up compositions
of broken shells help to draw the audience attention to the basic elements of paintings:
shape, form, value, colour, texture, pattern and space. I hope my paintings reveal the hidden
beauty of broken objects: no matter if they are common seashells or any artifactual objects.
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Rabiatul
Adawiyah bte
Hj Mohammad
Email: ai.atul424@
gmail.com
My capstone project is about
the globalization of Japanese culture. Globalization
happens not only in economics but also in culture.
In Brunei Darussalam, most
young people are influenced
by Japanese music, food and
movies. I have always been
fascinated by Japanese food,
especially sushi. It seems
that Japanese food culture
is a growing trend in Brunei,
and the consuming of sushi
in local Japanese restaurants
becomes a big business. My
exhibition design consists
of 6 sculptures of sushi and
four A2 posters, placed on
a 8 feet high by 5 feet wide
display panel with bamboo images painted on it.

JAPAN
101

graphic design, art installation

Bamboos always symbolize
the simplicity of Japanese
culture.
My sushi posters are in forms
of infographic presentations
which illustrate data in simply vector visualizations. I
intend to show people explicit presentation of sushi through my infographic
posters. The aim is to promote Japanese food culture
in Brunei by teaching those
new to this, the basics of said
culture. There are 4 featured
posters in my exhibition display, including Sushi Eating
Habit in Brunei, Proper Etiquette to Eating Sushi, How
to Make Maki Sushi and the
Health Benefit to Eating Sushi. The 6 sushi sculpture
represents a low table with
simple Japanese phrases
that could be used when in a
restaurant.
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Nooraziemah
bte Awang
Ahmad

Nur Amnani
Hj Awg Md Taib
Email: amnanitaib@
gmail.com

Email:
Zie101@hotmail.com

SEPARATIVE-

WINDOWS TO

INNER PEACE
pattern design installation
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My capstone project ‘Window to inner peace’ is a set installation, consisting of a series of hand painted plexiglas sheets with pattern motif, which are mounted together to form a window panel. The painted plexiglas
sheets with natural wooden frames offer visually striking lighting effect similar to a stained glass effect. My
window panel is designed to be an individual’s complete artwork. At the same time, it can integrate with
other light sources to project dynamic effect of light and
shadow onto the surrounding space. My project is about
contemplative expression. Through traditional Islamic
art, primarily the architectural ornamentation found in
window,s I intend to present to the audience a sense
of spiritual uplifted feeling by appreciating the intricate, harmonious pattern designs on my window panel.
I am always fascinated by the abstract biomorphic
carving on the window panels of traditional Islamic
architecture. Most of the motifs are usually based on
nature, such as the floral motif; while others are related to geometry and calligraphy. I feel that the beautiful
intricate details of the Islamic patterns really inspire
me. In my set installation, I intend to illustrate the intricacy and the complexity of Islamic pattern designs,
which always carry a sense of harmony and tranquility.
The painted pattern design should allow light to shine
through the divided space and add another beauty
when it juxtaposes with its own casted shadows. My
set installation is designed to explore the spatial possibilities of surface effects, light and shadow, repetition
and transformation, figure and ground relationship.
Instead of using traditional Islamic wood carving
technique for my window panel, I decided to use
the traditional stained glass painting technique. I
find that this technique is unique and contemplative even though it is a time consuming process. I
really enjoy painting the pattern as it has a soothing
and calming effect. Every brushstoke to me is a form
of meditation and it is contemplative. In my opinion, the genuine beauty of hand painted brushstroke
can never be achieved or accomplished digitally.
My art is a contemplative form of art, which has a spiritual significance to the audience and myself. I hope
my art can help individuals to feel uplifted in his or
her daily life. I believe that this contemplative feeling
is achieved by the transformation of earthly materials
into the subtlest reflection of Divine Presence on earth.

SELF
mixed media painting

In a world of primacy and social stratification between men and women, children and adults, our self-identity could
be heavily defined and shaped by other attributes that are dominated by the
perception of society. A perception of
which self-worth and which identity is
superior to the other and this refers to
masculinity attributes, which are valued more than those considered feminine. Whilst individuals of feminine
struggle to liberate themselves from
the attributes that are bounded for
them, the attempt is inevitably unattainable because false independence
is created through a form of domination as shaped by our own culture.
This is when Catherine Keller defined
‘Separative-Self’ as an attempt to separate however she can never succeed.
It is as she described as “an ego armored against the outer world and the
inner depths”. Consequently, feminine
qualities are systematically devalued
in a patriarchy that inevitably disrupting human motivation and personality.

As a female artist, I channel my focus on creating a personal statement through my capstone project
to liberate from the impact of gender stratification, mainly concerning
with the devaluation of feminine
qualities. I intend to bring about individual self-worth and identity in
a society and taking into considerations of the fundamentals being of a
woman, and the kind of inborn roles
that she has to live with. The dependence that she sought for should not
be seen as a burden, but rather as a
cycle of life that we all depend on.
With my two mixed media paintings
and their low-relief texture formed by
joint-compound and air-dry clay, I am
able to direct audience focus to various visual impacts on multi-layered
symbolic images of feminine formed
by photomontage, a unique technique
of Dadaism. Through two five-feet
high by three-feet wide panels, I invite
audience to examine the manifestation of my feminist paintings. I hope
my paintings present the inequality
of perceptions that have been shaped
by our mind and how it affects individual motivation and self-worth
and turns someone as important as
those who are of masculine qualities.

Fig. bottom right: Work in progress; the presentation of the artwork on 5’x3’ panel.
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ASMARA
THE ROOSTER

fig. 1- ‘Asmara’ in jawi caligraphy
carved on copper sheet.

3d sculpture

fig. 2- Work in
progress.
Making the
rooster’s head.

I have always been fascinated by Bruneian legendary folklores, especially
the rooster fighting tale. There are
various oral versions of this rooster
fighting tale but none in written version. I decided to use my interpretation of this traditional folklore as the
subject matter of my capstone project.
I titled my project as “Asmara, the
Rooster” which is a futuristic mechanical rooster sculpture built
with welded scrap metals. I intend
to use real iron as major material of
my sculpture because it represents
the tough metal in building combat
weapons. For the outer layer of my
mechanical rooster, I apply aluminum
foils and copper sheets embossed
with patterns found mostly from
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the artifacts displayed at the Brunei
Museum The most common patterns
of Bruneian antiques are mythical
dragons, Jawi calligraphies and floral
patterns. I intend to build six feet high
futuristic rooster sculpture to represent
the legendary fierce rooster character.
I designed my futuristic rooster sculpture a steampunk look because it
represents steam-powered
machinery of Futurism and
the fantasy of Surrealism.
Also, I decorated the metal sheets
with black engraved lines
to show the rugged
appearance and details
of the assembled parts.
Moreover, I applied
a lot of screws, bolts
and nuts to assemble
the metal sheets,
the screws,
the bolts

and nuts to enhance the steampunk
style. I hope my sculpture reminds
the audience about the significance
of our creativity and traditional culture. Through building my legendary
rooster, I embellish the oral tale character to the industrialized steampunk
rooster, which merges the past and
modern features in one artistic form.

INCOMPLETE

SCENERY
sculpture installation

The idea of my capstone project originated from my
14-year memory of the last recalled moment with my deceased father. I titled my capstone project as "Incomplete
Scenery" to depict one short fragments of my memory with
my father spending together in our garden. I still remember
that moment when he was resting himself on a bench
quietly and enjoying all the work he had done
in our garden on that day. After he passed away,
our garden always seemed incomplete and to me,
it did not look like it used to be.
Something seemed missing. After
14 years, his image, the way he acts
and the phrase
he likes to say
are always
resonating
in my mind.

My capstone project is a sculptural installation with
emphasis on carpentry work. The main component
of my installation is a noticeable wooden bench.
The special feature of my bench is that the design of my bench is shaped in a human form, which
represents the last memorable posture of my deceased father sitting on the bench in our garden.
The aim of my installation is not only to create a
memorial to remember my deceased father but also
to remind the audience to treasure the time with
our beloved parents. Nostalgia helps us to cope
with the feeling of loss and loneliness, and keep
happy memorable moments alive. During the construction of my installation, I felt that I have reconnected with my beloved father. Undoubtedly, our
memories shape our identities. I still enjoy doing
woodwork, which I learnt from my deceased father.
I hope my installation help to raise public awareness of treasuring every moment with our family
because we do not know when will our last day
with them be. Therefore we should cherish the time
with them, especially our parents who have raised
and protected us with love for their whole lives.

fig. 3- Side view of ‘Asmara’,
The Rooster.
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My capstone
project, titled “Why
can it be me?” is about
animal protection. In my
mixed media installation, I
juxtapose two contrasting situations for
cats in Brunei Darussalam: a domestic
cat placed indoors being pampered and
protected, while a stray cat is wandering
outdoors hoping to find a home. I decided
to build two slotted cat sculptures situated
in two seemingly opposite world, an interior space of a warm
living room and
an exterior space
of an abandoned house.

sculpture, mural installation

IMAGINARIUM
free flow mural art installation

I set the domestic slotted cat sculpture
next to the window to represent the
well-being life with a caring pet owner. I intend to use the slotted structure
to create space within the cat body for
placing certain symbolic items to represent the comfortable, healthy and
happy conditions, which a domestic cat
enjoys. My white domestic slotted cat
sculpture symbolizes an ideal adorable

“WHY CAN’T IT

BE ME?”
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- STRAY CAT.

doll-house environment, which depicts
the good fortunate of a domestic cat.
While on the opposite side, the filthy
slotted stray cat is wandering around the
window, which separates two realities.
Filled with jealousy and misery, the black
stray slotted cat sculpture represents
loneliness, inequality and emptiness. I believe that every cat should be equal and
each cat needs food, care and attention.
I don’t believe that black cats bring bad
luck and white cats lead to good fortune.
Through my sculptural installation, I

hope to raise public awareness that it is
our responsibility to protect the animals
and to stop cruelty to animals. Also, it is
our responsibility as humans to spay or
neuter our cats to lower the population
of stray cats in our community. Ignoring the stray cat problem in our society
will not help to find a way for them to
have a better life, but actual actions to
protect animals can make a difference.

Imaginarium, an art installation, would bring viewers’
subconscious minds at ease and amusement at the same
time. By taking viewer’s attention away from the harsh
realities of life,. my installation resembles the illusory
imaginary space, which only our minds could create and
appreciate. Using the concept of psychedelic art within
a free-forming space, I create shapes and forms, which
exist in a physical space to showcase the intangible
visual relationship. It is hard to portray my art intent in
words. However, my art installation offers temporarily a
form of escapism from unpleasant realities. My installation consists of seemingly endless free flow curvilinear motif, which merges with the vivid colours and contrasting elements, stretches out through the installation
space with no limit. My art intends to explore freedom
and openness where one’s mind can travel around
the kaleidoscopic atmosphere of imaginative space..
By using the concepts of Optical Art and Psychedelic Art, I incorpo rate the illusionary movement
and colour contrast to my installation space. Different wave-like forms combined with variety of
lines is the main aspect of my installation. Also
, the optical illusionary lines and irradiant colours play a big role in my installation. I expect
my art will bring the audience into a psychedelic phase, which gives the whole installation a sense
of momentum driven by a swirling abstract pattern.
My abstract art installation symbolizes the endless flow
of time and space, like a timeless stream with continuous intervals but no end points. The content of my art
installation is to let our minds wonder aimlessly with
amazement and exploration of endless imaginations.
I hope my art can help audience to free their minds
and enjoy the movement & colours, which may also be
experienced as a form of ecstasy to our imagination.
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BEAUTY
AMONG THE RUINS.

photography installation

As a documentary photographer, I learned that
capturing an image through my camera gives
full satisfaction and a challenging experience
in my life. I photograph spontaneously and
enthusiastically. For me, I see the world differently. My camera is an eye for other people to
see what they haven’t seen. In my work as a
documentary photographer I captured a series
of photographs of the hidden phenomenon of
human pattern versus natural pattern that can
be found inside abandoned houses. My curiosity began when I started to notice the existence
of the abandoned house in my village that has
been there for many years. It made me question myself, what is left behind? How does it
look like inside? Curiosity of the history and the
reason behind the abandonment are the reasons why I explored and captured the photos
of abandoned houses. Beauty among the Ruins
reveals inside the abandonment where there
is beauty in imperfections and natural cycle of
growth and decay. Remnants of the past and
the ruins of the structure of the houses are
so beautiful and interesting that makes me to
photograph every detailed part of the houses.
In my project, I focused on a series of documentary photographs of abandoned houses that had
human patterns and natural patterns such as
pattern of the obsolete curtain, the pattern from
dilapidated structure and pattern that accidentally existed by the evolution of mother nature.
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STOP, THINK
& DRIVE
photography, video installation

fig. 1-. The Last Call, 2014,
Video, 1280 x 720p,
3 mins 06 secs.

Sometimes a story can be beneficial to
some people indirectly. Some people
may take a story seriously while some
may just take it as a trifling matter.
However, every story carries a message,
which may be inspiring as a scholarly
address. A great storyline may have impactful effect on people’s minds, which
may last for a long time. Quoted above
is a part of my script writing of a 3-minute video for my capstone project. My
video tells a short story of a teenage
couple, who quarreled over something
that led to a reckless driving accident.
My project, titled “Stop, Think & Drive”,
aims to increase the awareness of road
safety in Brunei Darussalam, especially
in relation to the growing number of
fatalities caused by severe driving accidents. In other words, my capstone
project is to design a road safety campaign to raise public awareness about
the consequence of reckless driving. In
my video installation, I incorporate not
only a 3-minute video but also posters
shown the aftermath of car accidents.
For effective posters, powerful images
can be extremely crucial. In my posters, I used strong facial expressions to
convey direct messages to the viewers.
I am fascinated by the portrait photographs of Michael Shindler, an Expressionist photographer, I believe that
powerful portrait images can help to
open the eyes of audience in seeing
the aftermath of car accidents. With
my video installation and related poster designs, I hope audience will have
positive feedbacks from my road safety campaign, and eventually persuade
them to Stop, Think & Drive safely.
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EMERGE
light installation

Many of us may forget the fact that what keeps everything in place is a force, called "gravity". Without it, everything simply floats around constantly. After experimenting on how paint moves, I realize that gravity plays
an important part in flowing and dripping of paint. My
capstone project explores different ways of manipulating acrylic paints in order to place emphasis on gravitational force. My installation is all about composition
of colours and patterns with emphasis of movement
formed by the gravitational pull. I intend to captivate
the freedom in the process of art making through
vivid colours and dynamic movement of paints in my
project. My art installation is influenced by Abstract
Expressionism, especially the Colour Field movement.
In my installation, I expect to create a three-dimensional abstract painting with the unpredictable patterns

I have always been fascinated by Bruneian patterns of the ‘Air Muleh’ on
various infrastructures and on our traditional costumes. Air Muleh is a kind
of fluidic spiral patterns, which are the popular patterns in Brunei as well
as throughout the world. This spiral pattern has been used to decorate official buildings as well as the Sultan’s Palace since the first Sultans of Brunei Darussalam. At the same time, the use of the ‘Air Muleh’ design prevails in Brunei and helps to preserve our traditional Malay cultural art.
My capstone project is a set installation, titled "Emerge," which is about
connecting both traditional and contemporary pattern designs to explore more possibilities in pattern designs. My set installation is designed to examine light and shadow, as well as stationary and dynamic
movement by juxtaposing both geometric and organic patterns.
It is myintention to merge both traditional Islamic pattern and Art Nouveau decorative patterns into a harmonious expression.I hope mypattern design will raise public
awareness of similarity between traditional Islamic art and modern Western art.

REPERCUSSION
OF GRAVITY
mixed media installation
and colour shapes created by multi-layered installation. I hope I can change people’s minds in appreciating the art making process more than the end result
and the beauty of abstract colour patterns through my
3D painting installation. Coupled with colour patterns
are a series of heavy brushstrokes in my installation,
which represent movement formed by physical action.
I am fascinated to not only colour field effects but also
action painting movement. Perhaps, what makes my
installation more interesting is the usage of irradiant
acrylic colours and dynamic composition of diverse
colour or brushstroke panels. I believe that all these
seemingly random patterns and brushstrokes are pull
together under certain natural hidden forces, which
people do not realize because it is so common to them.
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My capstone project is about Bunga Simpur, a national flower of Brunei Darussalam. Simpur grows virally in Brunei. I
choose Simpur as the subject matter my capstone project
because I am fascinated by its aesthetic form, its dynamic contours and its subtle colours. I intend to transform
its beauty into a mixed media work, which include painting and textile design, and title my project as “The Simpur”.
My mixed media project starts with taking photos of the
simpur and transforming the selected photo into abstract

THE

painting,
mixed media installation

SIMPUR

composition with emphasis on linear movement. After the
color scheme is done, I work on my abstract painting with
acrylic. The flowing movement of my abstract simpur resembles the draping cloths. The second part of my mixed media
installation includes textile design, which integrates with
my abstract painting to form a dynamic set design. Both of
my abstract painting and textile design share a similar aesthetic value and they are complementary to each other.

PITCHER
L

A

N

D

To me, art is an intensification of the beauty of nature.
My capstone project is inspired by a natural organism –
pitcher plant. I have always been fascinated by pitcher
plant's forms, colours and textures, and I decided to use
it as the subject matter of my capstone project, an installation with sculptures and paintings. In my installation, I intend to depict the complexity, diversity and
magnificence of the pitcher plant through a series of
product designs for home decoration and interior design. I hope my installation can raise public awareness
of preserving our national heritage, the pitcher plant. I
understand that some Bruneians still do not recognize
the presence of this unique plant in Brunei. Therefore,
I expect the audience will be inspired and amazed by
my transformed pitcher plant designs. Hopefully, my
product designs will become marketable in Brunei.

product, interior design

Abdul Hafiz bin
Asli
Email:

hafizhaslidesign@gmail.com
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My capstone project is titled as ‘Second
Chance,’ which is about animal protection. I have realized that stray dogs are
the most common animal issue in Brunei Darussalam. I believe that all domestic animals should be treated with
care and affection. I decided to create a
sculptural installation to raise public
awareness of dog protection in Brunei
Darussalam. I intend to build a decoupage dog sculpture, based on the form
of Dalmation, to juxtapose two different life experiences: stray and petted.
The contrasts between these two fates
are revealed through the opposite appearance of my Dalmation dog sculpture. On one side, the audience sees a
healthy, happy and clean image, while
the other side shows miserble, sick,
dirty and skinny images. Also, I position my dog sculpture in two opposite environments, a dog house and a
dumpster. The dog house represents
the petted side with clean sheltered
space, a clean food bowl and pleasant yard environment. Whereas on the
stray side, the environment changes to
a filthy dumpster in a back alley with
junk food and smelly surroundings.
Also, my installation includes a bricklike base to display my dog sculpture. I
intend to collage the bricks with a series of dog pictures showing the oppo-

khairulanwar_k8@live.com

SECOND
C H A N C E

fig. 1Title : Dalmatian
Year : 2015
Medium : Cardboard/ Paper & Acrylic
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mixed media installation
site world of stray and petted dogs.
I hope my installation remind the audience that it is our responsibility to
reduce the numbers of stray dogs in
our society by spaying and neutering
our dogs and stop importing any dogs
but to place them in a much safer environment. Even though our religious
regulation forbids us from touching
and petting them, it does not mean
that we cannot treat them with care.

Held in

Captivity
painting and art installation

I titled my capstone project as “Held in Captivity,” which is about animal protection in Brunei
Darussalam. I have realized that some endangered animals, like the Proboscis monkey, are
locked up in cages that causes the decrease in
their natural habitat. My mixed media installation
includes a series of 4 proboscis monkey paintings and 3 monkey sculptures displayed inside a
cage. The cage represents the mangrove roots,
the natural habitat of the Proboscis monkeys.
I use basic art materials, such as styrofoam and
oil pastels or crayons, to build my monkey sculptures in order to target the young generation
in Brunei. If we can educate the young generations to protect the natural habitat of Proboscis
monkey,s then more space will be preserved for
them in the future. In my installation, I decide to
use melted crayons as fur textures on my sculptures to portray this endangered animal and
possible extinction of this species in the future.

fig. 2Title : Moss
Year : 2015
Medium : Acrylic

For my paintings, I decide to depict the Proboscis
monkeys in grayscale to symbolize its dark future.
While the grid and square patterns resembles the
captivity experience of Proboscis monkeys. I hope
my installation raise the public awareness of the
Proboscis monkey protection and the importance
in protecting the natural habitat of this species.
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SILENT
KILLER
sculpture installation

WOVEN
S P A C E S
cotemporary basket instalation

My capstone project is a basket installation, comprised of various contemporary baskets. Coupled with these baskets are the casted light and
shadows. It is my intention to transform an ordinary space into an appealing and inspiring environment with contemporary basket designs.
My installation is inspired by macramé plant
hanger and traditional basket weaving in Brunei Darussalam. Instead of making traditional
planters with knotted strings, I decided to design
the basket forms based on natural plant seed
forms, a spherical structure, with hanging planter features. Also, I applied plastic strapping tape
and twist ties as my weaving materials because
these materials are popular materials nowadays.
Generally baskets have their functional use, however in my installation, they are work of art. I expect the audience to admire the aesthetic value of
my basket installation and appreciate the colours
and patterns; light and shadows; individual forms
and organization of my installation. At the same
time, I hope my basket installation can raise public
awareness of traditional craftsmanship in Brunei.
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My capstone project is titled “Silent Killer,” which is about
anti-smoking campaign,based on my personal experience
as a secondhand smoker in my family. Even though there
are so many anti-smoking campaigns to remind people
the increased health risks related to smoking, which include coronary heart disease, lung, oral, throat, kidney,
pancreatic cancer, and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD); my family members still ignore them.
Youth and tobacco use has become a major social issue
in most countries and Brunei is one of them. It is true that
when one person in a family smokes, the whole family is
affected because secondhand smoke also harms children
and adults. Only smokers have the power to stop secondhand smokers. My project is designed to raise public
awareness of the secondhand smoking exposure and
harm to our family members and surrounding people.
I intend to make my poster designs and installation as
clear and informative to my audience. There are around
40,000 smokers in Brunei, mostly youths, according to
the local survey. The Brunei government has implemented several laws to tackle this youth smoking issue, such
as prohibiting smoking in public space, forbidding sales
of cigarette in Brunei, etc. I hope my anti-smoking campaign reminds the smokers to think twice before they lit
their cigarettes. Quitting is never easy but it is possible
for the sake of their beloved family members' health.
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My mixed media installation includes
two child abuse posters and a sculpture
of a kid wearing a torn school uniform
with a painful posture. This kid figure
may represent my childhood experience.
Coupling with this kid figure is a plate
with distressing wordings, held by his
hands against a chained-up refrigerator back drop image. Also, I placed some
fridge magnet letters with messages to
the audience. In my poster design, I intend
to highlight the screaming of an abused
kid and hope the Bruneian community can hear the voice of this silent kid.
Through my installation, I hope people will change their perception about
minding other people’s kids or business,
a positive way to prevent child abuse.
Children are vulnerable to abuse and it
should be our responsibility to prevent
our children from cruelty or violence.
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WITH

CARE
art installation

sculpture installation
My capstone project is about child abuse.
Child abuse is a common social issue in
most countries, regardless developed or
developing countries. Child abuse affects different genders and age groups. I
titled my project as "Silent Child", based
on my own experience as a victim of child
abuse. I decided to explore child abuse
as the subject matter of my capstone
project because I hope my mixed media
installation can raise public awareness
of this social issue, which does exit in
our community and we cannot ignore it.

HANDLE

My capstone project is about anger management. I
have chosen this social issue to explore because I
realize that a lot of people tend to forget their reasoning and get angry when they are emotionally disturbed. My father is one of them and he loses control
over his rage and this leads him to do something,
which he regrets later on. Uncontrolled anger may
lead to abuse or other violence in a family. Therefore, it is important to manage our anger issues.
My project is based on art therapy through physical
exercise. I apply my kempo experience in my project.
Kempo is more than self-defense but to build self-esteem for a better healthy lifestyle. I intend to use the
martial art Shorinji Kempo, especially Randori and Enbu,
in my project. The movement of Randori and Enbu can
help to make practioners calm. Randori is one against
one sparring technique. In Shorinji Kempo, every movement has its rhythm. The rhythm is similar to dancing.
While Enbu means martial arts demonstration, which
can be performed in solo or in a group. I hope that my
project can encourage the audience to live a better lifestyle. Through Randori and Enbu, people learn to control their angers and to respect other people around
them and most importantly, to respect themselves.
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“LEGENDARIANS”:

five elemental

HERoes
illustration and sculpture

TOWARDS

EXTINCTION

animal protection mixed media installation
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My capstone project is about protection of wildlife, especially sea turtles in Brunei. I titled my project as “Towards Extinction” to portray the endangerment of this
species After my visit to the Marine Biodiversity Centre
in Brunei, I have realized that sea turtles and their habitats are threatened by human activities in a global scale.
Even though sea turtles are listed as one of the most endangered species and they are threatened towards extinction, there are still many illegal sales of turtle eggs as consumable food. Therefore, I hope my sculpture installation
raise public awareness of sea turtles conservation in Brunei
My sculpture installation depicts the turtle eggs covered with
spikes served on a plate to symbolize the defensive way which
sea turtle can use to protect their eggs from being eaten. I understand that it is a vast challenge to change the perception
of turtle egg as consumable food in some Bruneian minds.
However, I expect my installation will make a difference in
the audience and remind them the urgency of this crisis.

The title of my capstone project is "5 Lagendarians: 5 Elemental Heroes of Brunei." I intend to design the characters
of these five legendary superheroes based on Bruneian
folklores. My mixed media installation consists of five illustrations and mini clay sculptures of these Bruneian
legendary superheroes. My 1:20 scaled figure sculptures
help to visualize the legendary figures in three-dimensional space. Each superheroe possess one unique elements, such as fire, water, earth, wood and metal. Each
hero is designed based on his or her inborn superpower,
the possessed element. The five characters depicted in
Bruneian legends are Lela Menchanai from Royal Brunei
Legend, Radin Bisa from Raden Bisa’s Lake, Dang Ambon
from Brunei Legend of Nakhoda Manis, Asmara from Lumut Lunting Legend, and Dang Kumala from the Tales of
Hikayat Awang Kamaruddin and Legend of Bukit Tempayan
Pisang. I designed my superheroes based on my interpretation of these legends. For example, in the story of Lela
Menchanai, there is a ‘water element’ in the story. The
story depicts the superhero who appeared first in a bubble in the middle of the sea. Also, I was inspired by the
story of how she received her superpower from an accidental stab to her husband, Sultan Bolkiah, with a needle.
I expect my character design project raise public awareness of our traditional heritage. Bruneian traditional
tales can be an inspiration to contemporary designers.
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DDESIGN
product design and mixed media installation

My capstone project is about revitalizing one of the Bruneian traditional culture - Malay Wedding by creating traditional crafts, called Gubahan Hantaran, which means
wedding gifts. I intend to design a small display space
showcasing Malay wedding gifts, made by repurposed
materials. Converting recycled material into new products
of better quality or for better environmental value is the
major goal of my capstone project. Also, recycling is more
than just waste management but about less consumption
and being resourceful. I expect my installation will raise
public awareness of environmental protection by creating less junk after fancy wedding ceremonies in Brunei.
As a Bruneian, it is important to understand the sequence
of ceremonies culminated in a glorious wedding. My
project focuses on the menghantar berian, which means
giving gifts to the bride. The entire package of gifts consists of traditionally acknowledged objects with significant symbolic value rather than their true value and
they are symbols of past Bruneian tradition. Every tray
of gift is numbered in order of to show its significance.
Each gift is exquisitely decorated and presented on a
tray, known as Gangsa. It is my intention to change the
perception of glorious weddings in Brunei. On one hand,
some Bruneian spend a fortune in their wedding. Apart
from that, Islam forbids extravagance and encourages
moderation. Therefore, my wedding booth installation
emphasizes simplicity and better environmental value.
Eco-friendly and repurposing are the new concepts for
our society. My capstone project of setting up a wedding booth is more than entrepreneurship idea but
about being eco-friendly and repurposing concepts.
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DECEPTIVE
art installation

I have always been interested in the nature and the
connection of our lives and nature. One of the unique
characteristics of nature that have caught my attention is the bamboo tree. Bamboo tree has its different
culture perspectives. It has a strong structure among
the other tress. My capstone project idea comes from
one of the famous Malay proverbs "Melentur Buluh Biarlah Dari Rebungnya," which means "To bend a bamboo while it is still a shoot". I compared this proverb
with the upbringing of children. It is true that when
the bamboo is still a shoot, we can easily bend it to
any direction, just like moral education set for our
children. However, when the bamboo gets developed or our children become adults, then it is hard to
change their well-formed characters or personalities.
In my capstone project, I expect the audience to see
the symbolic similarity between humans and bamboos in terms of integrity. Basically, people with integrity are strong as well-developed bamboos, who
will uphold the moral uprightness no matter how. At
the same time, people always judge others based on
their appearances instead of their integrity. Therefore,
my project is aboutt using bamboos to build a human
figure to emphasize the internal character than external appearance. I hope my sculpture raises public
awareness of the importance of integrity in our society
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Preserve
the Proboscis
Monkey

sculpture installation

PURIFICATION
mixed media and product installation
‘Muslims’ praying area’.
During my discovery year at the Prince’s
School of Traditional Arts (PSTA) in London from 2012 to 2014, I have gained
a lot of knowledge about traditional
arts especially on Islamic design and
geometrical patterns and also knowledge that they had organized a trip to
Cordoba and Alhambra, Spain As I was
fascinated by the Arabesque motifs and
Islamic geometry in one of the structures found at the palace, I have decided to illustrate it into my works. In my
capstone project, I aim to present more
on my artwork instead of presenting it
in a flat surface art where it will feature
some texture of Islamic patterns that
will emerge and can be felt through
touching and sighting experienced.
With this, I have made several visits to
small prayer rooms which I selected
the 4 types of structure that are found
such as the lighting, the mirror, praying
area and Wudhu area. Therefore, I have
come up with the idea to design this
area with the appearance of religious
theme which I have already done my research. The first structure that I created
is for the prayer area, carving the motif
into the white canvas. The second till
fourth will be the lighting, mirror and
wudhu area where the materials I have
used are plywood, manila card paper,
bids, plastic transparent cover and etc.
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The techniques that I used for this is
the carving method. The designs that I
created are from combining the traditional Islamic motifs and geometry pattern that I obtained from local Brunei
plants and flower motifs to construct
a permeable interior design which
serves more as an attractive space but
a gateway to sacred and peaceful space.
This installation project can also be a
portable device and when the 4 of the
structures are being separated from
each other, it can turn out to be a normal spectacular decoration for homes.
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My capstone project, titled as “Preserve the Proboscis Monkey,” is about
raising public awareness of animal
and environmental protection, especially preserving the Proboscis monkey and its habitat in Brunei Darussalam. I have realized that people
intend to protect endangered species
with cute appearance. Unfortunately, Proboscis monkey is not under this
attractive category. Therefore, I intend
to create a Proboscis monkey sculpture to showcase its unique features,
which people may have overlooked.
My monkey sculpture highlights the
miserable and endangered situation
of proboscis monkey by the posture of
covering its head with hands. Also, I intend to build a half monkey sculpture
from head to knees with tree trunks
and branches and the rest of the body
with various discarded furniture parts.
My idea is to show how deforestation
has destroyed the natural habitat of
Proboscis monkeys. I hope my sculpture will remind the audience that we
have to protect the natural environment before we can save the endangered Proboscis monkeys. Moreover, I
expect my sculpture will change the
perception of viewers about Proboscis
monkeys and understand that each animal has its own uniqueness and beauty.
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The Ultimate Sport Car :

The Red-Velvet Nester
3d animation installation
“It is my creative solution for futuristic robotic cars to
protect themselves from being stolen or damaged.”

Faisal bin Osman
Email: 09b1166@ubd.
edu.bn

heritage
through

calligraphy

painting installation

Asrin
bin Hj Bakar
Email: asrin1502_@
hotmail.com

My capstone project is a surrealist mixed media installation
about crime issue of car stealing. I intend to use my imagination to design a robotic car, a spider car, which can protect itself
from car theft. I am inspired by the surrealistic works by Vladimir
Kush. My installation showcases my robotic spider car, made of
cardboard and mixed media, which can jump and stick itself on
to the wall. It is my creative solution for futuristic robotic cars
to protect themselves from being stolen or damaged. Also, my
project includes a 3D animation to visualize how my robotic car
transforms into a spider car, which is displayed on the monitor
set in the middle level of my display panel. At the same time,
there is a normal sedan car model, made with cardboard, with
the interior features displayed on the platform in contrast to
the spider car mounted on the top portion of the display panel. I hope my surrealistic installation raise public awareness of
automobile protection and respect other unattended property.
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Not too many Muslims in Brunei Darussalam know
that Jawi writing is a part of their national identities. t seems that young generation of Brunei
is no longer using jawi as a way of communication nowadays. My capstone project is about raising public awareness of Jawi writing in Brunei.
In my project I intend to create new Jawi writing by
using local motifs, such as Bunga Simpur and Ayer
Muleh, to transform them into Jawi writing through
calligraphy expressions. My project includes several Jawi calligraphic paintings using natural floral and Islamic mosque as my subject matters.
I expect the audience will appreciate the aesthetic value of my contemporary Jawi calligraphy but also the symbolic and religious
contents behind my calligraphic paintings.
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Sharifah
Norsabrina binti
Habib
Mohammad

Khairunisa
binti Awang
Mohammad
Email:

niahmohd05@gmail.com

Email:
sharifah.norsabrina@
gmail.com

BREAKING

THE SILENCE

mixed media installation

SILENT

TEARS

mixed media installation

My capstone project is about marine life protection. I come from Temburong, Brunei and
seldom have the opportunity to visit the beach
in Muara, Brunei. When I started studying in
UBD, I have realized that most of the beautiful
beaches and marine environments are polluted. Therefore, I decided to use my capstone
project to raise public awareness of marine life
protection in Brunei. I title my project as “Silent
Tears”, with emphasis on sea turtles. Healthy
ecosystem is important to the sea turtles because they live in the sea and come to the land
to lay eggs. I realize that some Bruneians still
consume sea turtle eggs and are not aware
that the species is close to an extinction.

Art, in my opinion, defines our humanity. Art has
the ability to articulate abstract thought. Strong,
haunting art is an interpretation of the outer and inner world, an extended metaphor for
reality (or what we perceive to be reality), and
it can be an act of expression and an attempt
to communicate that expression to strangers.
I began this project as a way to voice out and to
finally say my piece about a specific societal issue – Incest Rape. Before I started designing this
project, I was not able to even read about reported
cases of this crime without becoming extremely
angry, disgusted and frustrated. Not only at the
crime itself, but at the cultural taboo that comes
with it. I feel those who have suffered from this
inflicting and traumatic incident should speak out
about it, in hopes of opening up the eyes of the
public to reveal the reality of it, especially in Brunei. Submitting to the cultural taboo of keeping it
silent will only open opportunities for incest rape
to continue to harm our society as a whole. The
silence will become a security for those who rape.

Therefore, I intend to build a sea turtle installation to represent the struggle and striving
of turtles trapped inside a fish net. I used
the collected debris from the sea to build my
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sea turtle sculptures. I applied various techniques to build my turtle and egg sculptures, including sewing, gluing, jointing and painting. Also, I intend to colour my exhibition space with blue-green
ocean wave colour to set the mood to my sea turtle installation.
I expect my installation will change the perception of the audience towards
marine life protection. It is an individual’s responsibility to keep our beaches
clean and marine environment safe. Also, my project highlights the concept
of repurposing. Using the debris plastic collected from the beach, I created
my sea turtle sculptures and eggs to remind the audience how we can convert waste materials into new artworks with better environmental value.

My installation is predominantly focused on the
visualization of a grunge wall because the issue I'm addressing focuses on the victim’s mental and physical struggle during the aftermath
of an incestuous relationship. The universal idea
of a wall symbolizes a barrier as means of protection from a source of harm. Showing a crumbling wall insinuates an attempt of a victim,
male or female, overcoming fear and tear down
the barrier that could set them free. Further destruction of the wall symbolizes hesitation and
vulnerability set free. Artistically, I value thought
over fear of expression and ideas over aesthetics.
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Mohammad
Waliyuddin bin Hj
Masri
Email:
zero286@live.com

SACRED
SPACE

Early 2014, I was doing my attachment
in RTB for my discovery year program.
I gained new experiences and new interests that motivates me to create
something that can be promoted to the
public. As an Islamic artist, this also motivates me and gave me an idea on how
to promote my religion because it is very
important in this country. Therefore, my
capstone project involves Islamic art
with emphasis on geometrical patterns.
In this project, I will be making the pattern and decoration design regarding
the project title “Sacred Space,” which
is about creating a partition with Islamic geometrical pattern .This artwork
will be on patterns and contemporary
decorative art. My design can be used
to separate areas, example to separate
for Muslims as praying area and the
ablution purification area. Other than
space partition as its function, it also
created as a decorative geometrical
pattern, which I hope can bring peacefulness and spirituallity to the separate
between reality and tranquility.
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My intricate pattern design casts light
and shadows onto the background surrounding area, which helps to create
an uplifting atmosphere. The partition
wall has some space, so that it is easy
for people to see through the wall.
The concept of my patterned design is
based from a typical fruit that I found
which is related with my artwork. It is
a Bruneian fruit “Buah Pidada” that can
only found near a river. The medium
materials for building my partition are
wood and paper. The reason of choosing these as my medium is to make
my artwork more traditional based on
Bruneian culture. Through my project, I
hope viewers audience can understand
and appreciate the logic and sacred
order that exist behind the Islamic vision of universe geometrical pattern.

Ak. Md Nurul
Syazani bin Pg Md
Roslani
Email:

DINE IN

art awareness installation

akmdnurulsyazani@gmail.com

pattern design

In Islamic art, an infinite continuous
geometric repetition of patterns represent the unchanging laws of God .
It is also to show the singularity and
eternity of God. Therefore geometrical
patterns on my artwork itself can show
the audience of the perfection and
beauty of Islam through my sculpture.

Brunei Darussalam is one of the tropical countries blessed with rich biodiversity. Urban development provides easy access for the public to
explore some remote natural environment. Unfortunately, easy access to our natural wonders also affects the wilderness with rectless human activity.
Through my observations about the coastal area in
Brunei, I have discovered that most of our beaches are
heavily polluted with discarded plastic materials. Plastic wastes are non-biodegradable materials and take a
very long time to break down. Plastic pollution along
our coastal line not only affects wildlife and marine life,
but also the natural habitat of these species as well
as human. Exposure to toxic chemicals found in these
plastic wastes can cause adverse effects to wildlife and
humans in terms of well-being and biological reproduction. As a sensitive artist, I always wonder why people
litter and what is the rationale behind their littering act.
Most of the found plastic wastes are plastic containers,
especially water and soda bottles, which are designed
for one-time use. All these plastic bottles and containers are the by-product of fast food and beverage industries, which we rely so much in our daily lives. It becomes a routine or habit that people just litter those
plastic wastes without considering the damage to the
environment. These loose plastic wastes accumulated
by the gush of wind and ocean current and cause dire
consequences to the natural environment and affect
the ecosystem of our coastal line. My capstone project
is designed to raise public awareness of environmental
protection. If we do not want to litter in our own dinning
room, then why we litter in our natural environment.
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Siti Mas Nidah
binti Awang Zaini
Email: amengaz12@
gmail.com

HEAR

Mohammad
Hairol bin
Abdulkhan
Email: hairol291@
gmail.com

REALISE,
REAL LIES
mixed media installation
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A lie is a false statement that is purposely meant to deceive or
to convey false information. It really is my attention and motivation to investigate on how liars try to convince people of
their false claims. It is believed that when someone not telling
the truth, their non-verbal behavior speaks volume. Psychologists have proven that when someone tells a lie, their body
tends to make gestures which are the result of the reaction of
the subconscious mind. These reactions are based on an emotion
called anxiety that puts the whole body under stress and as a
result, people who are lying intuitively, by making body gestures.
My investigations have opened my eyes, my mind, emotions and behavior. The gestures can fool people under circumstances. My role as an artist is to convey to the audience these findings in a way that would explain on how
liars’ emotions can escape their subconscious mind and
give away their lies through their physical movements.
Through a photographic installation, my art piece will explain
on how these unstable emotions will lead a liar to develop
certain body gestures or “tells”. The emotions, which are represented as uneven pillars with photos of body gestures on them,
shows the fluctuation like those frequency red-lines from a polygraph machine. Together, the uneven pillars represent a wavelike frequency that gets higher as it reaches the middle, highest
pillar in red which representing the ultimate liar. This explains
how when one starts to see these signs of body language, they
eventually deal with liars. Thus my title “Realize, Real lies”.
My intention for creating this piece is to spread awareness about
lies to my audience and to give them ideas on how personal interactions between people and liars can be noted. We can fall victim
to liars that always spread false information and manipulate us in
order to achieve their needs if we are not watchful. This piece is intended to teach the audience to recognize and be critical in every
interaction they make about information. In order for our society
to overcome the problems of lies, common people have to learn
that lies are distasteful, and that they can be detected by others

MY VOICE
3d sculpture and mixed media installation

In Brunei, most of the cat owners have
treated their cats with great affections
and even considered their cats as their
family members. However, different cat
owners have their own ways in raising their cats. Some may let their cats
roaming outside their houses, some
may keep them indoors, and even lock
them inside a cage. And my family is
one of them, who keep our pets both
indoor and inside a cage. Despite that,
I believe that providing our pets with
basic needs, shelter, food and water, is
not enough to be a good pet owner.
Some people may think that locking up
cats is cruel to animals, but some may
consider that it is the best way to protect them from any harm. At the end, do
our pets have any rights in our society?
We all know that a cat does not have
the ability to talk or voice out its opinion. The reason for my family to lock
up our cats inside a cage is because
my mother does not like our cats ruining our furniture. In order to stop
them from scratching the furniture.
we decide to lock them up. However, we have soon realized that three
of our cats are getting depressed
and sick. Then we have to consider whether freedom is more important than food and shelter to our pets.
My capstone project is a sculptural installation about my own experience of keeping my cats inside a
cage for the sake of love. I decide to
build a human figure sculp ture out
of wire mesh to represent myself
as a cage to my cats. I place my cat
sculptures inside the human figure

cage to send out an message that we,
the pet owners, are the masters who
control the freedom of our pets. The
cross-handed posture of my human figure sculpture represents the stop I have
placed on my cats’ freedom. On the cat
figure body, I included some phrases,
which I think what my cats may want
to say if they have the privilege to voice
out their opinions. Also, I have included some padlocks with keys locked on
my sculptural installation to symbolize the love I have towards my cats.
I hope my installation raises public awareness of animal abuse and
preventing cruelty towards our pets.
Locking up our pets inside a cage is
wrong because it endangers our pets’
lives instead of keeping them safe.
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Hadiana
Yahman

Dk. Nadiah binti
Pg Hj Zaini

Email:
hadianayahman@
gmail.com

Email:
baniroyale@gmail.com

DRAWING
WITH LIGHT

photography, painting

My Capstone Project focuses on the
cross-linked relationship between photography and painting. My idea comes
from my passion in photography and
my interest in painting. I like to take
pictures of whatever things that draw
my attention and whenever I see something unique to me. At the same time, I
enjoy appreciating paintings, which I can
hold my gaze for hours in studying all
the details. My capstone project, titled
“Drawing with light,” addresses the mutual fundamentals between painting and
photography. My concept is to blur the
differences between photography and
painting through my photographic/rendered artworks with my personal family
inherited objects as my subject matters.
Photography and painting not only can
record our memories but also transcend
them into our precious family history. I intend to visualise and explore the connection between documentary photography
and still-life paintings. I explore different
techniques, such as photographic images
transferred on canvas, paintings displayed
on light boxes, and paintings on photographic prints. I expect to fool the viewer’s
eyes in distinguishing the difference between photography and painting through
my photographic/rendered installation.
Through experimenting various photographic and rendering techniques,
I gained a great deal of satisfaction. I
understand that there are still a lot of
possible techniques, which I need to
explore. I hope my art installation can
draw people’s attention and help inspire them for their interests, hobbies
or professional fields. There is no limitation in art or in our imaginations.
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Curiouser
and
Curiouser
painting installation

My capstone project is inspired by
fairytales that I have been growing up
with since my childhood. I designed an
imaginative character and build it with
mixed media to form a three-dimensional sculpture for my project. my own
interpretation of a character, as well as
developing my own creation from the
exploration of this character. From my
research and inspiration, I have discovered a certain character that I could
well-enough relate to for my project,
and I began to do some primary research on the character. My character
is originally inspired by the well-known
Cheshire Cat of the famous fairytale
“Alice in Wonderland. I am fascinated by
this character because Cheshire Cat is
an enigma and less people understand
its thoughts. Through my research, I realize that “Alice in Wonderland” was created during the era of immense change
in the arithmetic world. Therefore, I decide to incorporate some mathematical
elements in my surrealistic sculptural
installation.My surreal sculpture comes
with a cat head coupled with a wide
grin, which represents my interpretation of Cheshire Cat. Purple and pink
colours are the major colour scheme
of my surreal cat-like sculpture, which
is borrowed from my inspired. The
body of my surreal cat is composed in
a spiral shape made by wielding metal rods. According to the end of the sto
ry; Cheshire Cat fades away and leaves
only its spiral stripes behind. Also, I

insert a fluorescent light tube within
the spiral pole not only to light up my
surreal sculpture but also to create the
surrealistic atmosphere for my sculptural installation. I intend to use the
illuminated light to make the stained
Perspex glow in order to create certain
imaginative moods for the audience.
My surreal cat sculpture is attached to
the trunk of a tree, which also served
as a platform for my sculptural installation. The whole setting represents how
the Cheshire Cat is first encountered by
Alice. The background for my surreal
sculptural installation is a wide open
book form with written quotes from the
Cheshire Cat. My intention is to let the

audience feel that my sculptural installation is actually telling them a story.
I hope my sculptural installation will
convey a message to the audience that
every imaginative character may have a
story to tell, and each artist may have his
or her unique way to tell his or her story.
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Mohammad Izam
Hj Ahmad

Nurliyana binti Hj
Ahmad
Email:

Email: izamahmad@
gmail.com

nurliyana135@hotmail.com

NATURE OF

WITHIN A FIELD OF

KODOK-KODOK

LIGHT&COLOUR

textile design installation

painting installation

The title of my capstone project is "Nature of Kodok-kodok."
It is my intention to dedicate my project to perceive Kodok-kodok,a traditional medicine flower from extinction. I believe that it is not only the healing value of this flower that
is precious but also its aesthetic value has inspired me to
use it as the subject matter for my mixed media installation.
My installation emphasises on the use of Kodok-kodok pattern. I applied the pattern on my curtain, lampshade and
wallpaper design. Also, I made use of the unique traditional devore technique, also known as burnt-out and screen
print. This devore technique is not easy to master and requires more practice, time and patience. However, it is important to revitalize this traditional craftsmanship as it
is relevant to my chosen subject matter – Kodok-kodok.
Through my installation, I hope the audience, especially
the young generation, will appreciate the traditional craftsmanship and cultural values. If Kodok-kodok can inspire
me in my capstone project, then I am sure that our tradition will also inspire others for their artistic endeavours.
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After admiring Claudé Monet’s famous Blue Water Lilies at the
Museé d’Orsay in Paris in person, the idea of creating an artwork that share the similar impression to audience becomes
a challenge concept for my capstone project. Monet’s series
of mural-size water lilies paintings, based on his grown white
water lilies in his water garden built in his property at Giverny
in France, filled with raw emotions that can be felt by just
standing next to it. I was marvelled at his artistic brush strokes
and colourful use of paints, which creates a dream like state
of mind. Based on my personal experience with Monet’s water lilies painting, I expect to achieve similar expression in my
mural installation, which is intended to explore the imaginative depth and diverse colours in an individual’s field of vision.
My mural installation represents the way I perceive my chosen subject matter – a natural pond environment, in a visual expressive manner. This can be achieved by conveying the
sense and emotion depicted through a special design arch
canvas mural, which creates an experience for the viewers
to be engulfed within a field of colours. The subject matter
of my mural is based on an unpopular pond situated near
The Empire Hotel in Jerudong. The site shows a lot of shifting effect of light and colour throughout certain time of the
day that is essential to understand Monet’s key concepts of
Impressionism – perception of light and changes in colour.
The design of my canvas is shaped in a concave open circle
with the diameter of 5 feet, which extends the viewer’s perspective field to 270º, wider than normal human cone of vision,
60º. The mural is set to meet the view-ers’ eye level. My mural is
not meant to be a realistic depiction of the pond but to capture
my experience through the passage of time, light and colours
surrounding the pond. I intend to apply a unique dimension
of colour contrasts to depict the shifts in the atmosphere at
the site. In that light, it was the important for the audience to
understand my intent in applying the fundamental ideologies
and techniques used by Impressionists in my mural installation.
To conclude, the development of my capstone project has further my understanding on how impressionists use their emotions and observations to depict a scene of interest, not a realistic depiction. Through my artwork, I hope the audience will be
able to admire the changes of colour and the passage of light
within a given circular space. To conclude, the development
of my capstone project has further my understanding on how
impressionists use their emotions and observations to depict
a scene of interest, not a realistic depiction. Through my artwork, I hope the audience will be able to admire the changes
of colour and the passage of light within a given circular space.
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Hj Mohd
Naimullah Hj
Mohd Sabri

Ak. Hj Md Nor
Hakim Pg Hj
Bongsu

Title: My Inspiring Great Grandfather -2
Dimensions: 122cm x 92cm
Year: 2015
Medium: Acrylic

Email:
naimhs@live.com

Email:

m.norhakim21@gmail.com

my inspiring

Love Your Parents :

great
grandfather

Be a good companion
to them
painting installation

mixed media painting

Title: My Inspiring Great Grandfather -1
Dimensions: 140cm x 107cm
Year: 2015
Medium: Charcoal
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My capstone project is about portraying my
grandfather for his contribution to Brunei
Darussalam. He has inspired me with his
dedication to setting up Brunei’s constitution and to his community services. I intend
to apply my painting installation a memorial showcase of his commitment to Brunei
Darussalam. My painting installation includes
three mixed media portrait paintings in black
and white monochrome. My mediums include
charcoal, chalk, acrylic, gel and photo collage.
In my first painting, I applied charcoal, chalk
and gel medium as my basic mediums to
present my grandfather portrait like a charcoal drawing. Since charcoal is the most basic
medium in drawing, so I used it to represent
his fundamental contribution to our nation. I
applied the flat screen printing like technique
of POP Art to portray my grand father after
he was bestowed with the title of “Penyurat”
to represent that he was one of the popular
figure in the past. In my last painting, I applied collage to combine most of black and
white photos of his personal belongings,
medals and trophies into his portrait. It is my
intention to set up a triangular column as my
exhibition design based on the shape of one
of his medals. I hope the audience will appreciate him as an individual who has contributed his whole life to our country and he
should be honoured by the future generation.

With the inventions of computer, Internet and smart phone, people communicate with their friends more than
their own close family members or
even their parents. It is obvious that
nowadays-Bruneian young people are
busy with their lives and tend to forget
that their parents are aging. Some of
them do not understand their parents’
feelings and do not know what they
really care and like in their daily lives.
Based on my personal experience, my
capstone project is about returning
care and love to our parents. I intend
to reflect us on how well we understand and care about our parents.
My interactive installation derives
from the concept of a mini fast food
restaurant and the overheard dialogue
among the customers. The installation
contains two sets of illustrations with.

Pop Art expression to reveal a couple
of old folks having their meals all by
themselves on the opposite side of
the counter table. In the other side of
the restaurant represents an ordering
counter with a standing waiter. Moreover, the entire displays menu on the
ordering counter, and food tray plus the
advertisements on the food containers ironize how much we understand
of our parents. My capstone project
intends to raise public awareness of
taking care of our parents whenever we can and spending time with
them is the best way to know them
and let them know we care of them.
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Nurul Jannah Hj
Ahmad

Fathima Azha
Afuwardeen

Email: jannaha8@gmail.
com

Email: azha_wind@yahoo.
com

TAKE A

MOMENT
space installation
My capstone project is a three-dimensional mural painting of natural beauty
found in Temburong, Brunei Darussalam,
which I titled “Priceless Wild”. “Priceless”
means so precious that its value cannot
be determined and “Wild” represents
living or growing in the natural environment. It is my intention to depict the
natural wonders, a priceless rainforest
in Brunei Darussalm. I love the nature,
especially the breathtaking scenery of
rainforests, streams and waterfalls. Natural beauty is not only good for tourism or economics but also important to
normal human life and environmental
protection. In my project, I intended not
only to show the beauty of Bruneian
natural wonder but also to let audience
understand individual responsibility
in keeping this natural beauty alive.
In Brunei, 80% of the country is covered
by dense tropical rainforests, which
are the oldest rainforests in the world.
However, most of the Bruneian rainforests may not be preserved in the future
because of the deforestation caused by
the rise of population in Brunei and the

PRICELESS

WILD

demands on urbanization. Therefore,
it is imperative to raise public awareness of environmental protection and
keeping the wildness for our next generation. Through my 3D mural, I hope
to be an initiator in preserving a tiny
scenery of the tropical rainforest by
depicting it in my multi-layered 3D
mural. I am interested to capture the
warm light shining through a dense
rainforest, which not only illuminates
the beauty of the nature but also suggests the biodiverse ecosystem in our
rainforests. Acrylic plexiglas is the
surface for my multi-layered mural.
Coupled with the back lighting, the
transparent layers of plexiglas with
various rainforest images will magnify the beauty of nature in my painting
installation. The use of multi-layered
Plexiglas not only creates depth of the
dense rainforest but also form a visual stunning scenery of tropical forest.
I expect viewers to stay connected to
the nature through my painting installation, which manifesting a realistic feeling of being in the wilderness.

Stress is an unavoidable fact of life. As
humans, our minds are never at rest,
even when we are sleeping. As a university student, my major concern is
that many students are unconsciously
under a lot of stress, which they have
forgotten what it feels like to be fully relaxed. Stress without any relief
may lead to negative health problems
later in life such as, diabetics and depression. Therefore, it is important for
everyone to take a small step to relax
from our harsh realities. Based on Jared
Green (2011) research and my personal experience, strolling around nature
can boost performance and beneficial for both our minds and body. In
our daily lives, we spend most of our
time indoors and we hardly have time
to connect with nature. Therefore, my
capstone project is designed to create
a stress free zone – an art installation
for relaxation. Relaxation is a powerful means against stress and the goal
of relaxation is to unwind our muscles
and calm our minds. My art installation,
titled as “Take a moment,” is to create
a physical space, which audience can
escape from the world of distraction
and anxiety for a moment, and give
them a chance to mentally and physically recharge in their daily lives. My
installation is also constructed for visitors to explore their five senses with
various colours, textures, smells, sounds
and tangible touches. Sensing through
sighting, tasting, smelling, hearing and
touching of the installed elements
within my installation, I hope audi-

ence will enter a meditation stage to
focus their minds for a while in order
to reach a moment of relaxation. Light
and shadow play important roles in
my installation, which are manifested
through a lotus-like fabric wire lantern and the natural light from the
gallery windows. Light and shadow
help to connect audience with nature
and provoke interest to the details and
atmosphere of my installation space.
The smell and taste of ginger tea are
a part of my installation. On one side
of my installation, I set up a bamboo
internode panel to serve as prayer
wheels for audience to touch and create the sound like xylophone. Also, I
have applied natural herb to create an
entrance hanging herb-bags and use
gravels, rocks and real grass to create
a maze like floor for the visitors to feel
when they enter my installation space.
Melinda Smith (2014) noted that the
best way to relieve stress is through
our five senses and it is the key to
quick stress relief. I expect my art installation may serve as an art therapy
to our daily stressful lives and lead to
a growth of sensibility towards nature.

mural painting installation
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Exhibition Opening

Siti Bazilah binti
Hj Mohd Bakir

Programme

Email:
m.z-25@hotmail.com

8 April 2015 • Art Gallery • Chancellor Hall • UBD

BEAUTY
OF LIFE: WOMEN’S LOVE

8:45 am – 9:30 am
9:30 am – 9:45 am

Arrival of invited guests
Arrival of UBD officers and VIPs

9:45 am – 10:00 am

Arrival of the Guest of Honour
Associate Professor Dr Azman bin Ahmad
Deputy Vice Chancellor of University of Brunei Darussalam

10:00 am – 10:05 am

Recitation of Surah Al-Fatihah and Do’a Selamat by
Hj Mohd Naimullah bin Hj Mohd Sabri

textile design installation
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My capstone project is about pattern
design. I have always been fascinated with pattern design and I decided
to include my pattern onto real garment design, such as scarf (Tudong)
and shawl, in my batik art installation. In Brunei Darussalam, Tudongs
and shawls are parts of our lives, especially for women. Melayu( Malay)
Islam (Islamic) Beraja (Royal) is also
our norm as a Muslim. Also, I am interested in making batik, a technique
of creating coloured designs on textile by dyeing them. During my UBD
discovery year in Indonesia in 2013, I
studied batik art. I applied the same
materials used in traditional Indonesian batik, water-based dyes, wax
and fabric, in my capstone project. I
transform traditional floral patterns
into my contemporary design. Besides making batik work, I intend to
apply the batik fabric on scarf, shawl,
handbag, even shoes designs, to
raise its economic value. I hope my
installation will raise public awareness of appreciating and preserving traditional batik art in Brunei.

10:05 am – 10:10 am

Opening remarks by Director of the Spectacle 2015 Graduation Exhibition Committee Dk. Nur Afiqah binti Pg. Hj Abd
Rahman

10:10 am – 10:20 am

Address by the Guest of Honour

10:20 am – 10:25 am

Official opening ceremony by the Guest of Honour

10:25 am – 10:30 am

Launching of the Spectacle 2015: Arts & Design Graduation
Show introductory video

10:30 am – 10:35 am

Presentation of token of appreciation to the Guest of Honour

10:35 am – 11:30 am

Preview of Spectacle 2015 exhibition

11.30 am – 12:00 noon

Refreshments for guests

Gallery Talk

Schedule
April 2015
Day 1

Thursday,
9 April
1:30pm to 4:30pm

Day 3

Thursday,
16 April
1:30pm to 4:30pm

Day 2

Tuesday,
14 April
1:30pm to 4:30pm

Day 4

Tuesday,
21st April
9am to 12noon
1:30pm to 5pm
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The first fundraising event took place at Tutong Sports Complex on 14 December 2014. The sports event was open to the public and attracted 24 teams to
participate in the netball and futsal tournament. The one-day event also featured a bazaar that included a ghost house, henna art, a graffiti-art demonstration, and food stalls featuring Cakepop Buffet and Slush Zone. Also sold was
Sports merchandise.
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The second fundraising event was a four-day bazaar that ran from 2nd
to 5th February 2015 held in Centrel Lecture Theater Foyer, UBD. Among
the 44 online vendors that participated in the bazaar were Wonder
Mama Brownies, Raja Maverick, Muscle Kitchen, Heartbead, Lakaiya Boutique, and Slush Zone.
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